We use a semiclassical large-S expansion to study a plateau at 1/3 saturation in the magnetization curve of a frustrated ferrimagnet on a spatially anisotropic kagomé lattice. The spins have both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic nearest-neighbor Heisenberg couplings, and a frustrating nextnearest-neighbor coupling in one lattice direction. The magnetization plateau appears at the classical level for a certain range of couplings, and quantum fluctuations significantly broaden it at both ends. Near the region of the phase diagram where the classical plateau destabilizes, we find an exotic "chiral liquid" phase that preserves translational and U (1) spin symmetry, in which bound pairs of magnons with opposite spins are condensed. We show how this state is obtained naturally from a relativistic field theory formulation. We comment on the relevance of the model to the material Cu3V2O7(OH) 2 · 2H2O (volborthite).
I. INTRODUCTION
Frustrated low-spin magnets provide a rich source of model systems to explore many-body phenomena [1, 2] . Perhaps the most manifestly quantum example observed in many real materials is the magnetization plateau [3, 4] . This occurs in magnets in applied fields when both the Hamiltonian and the spin state is invariant under rotation about the field axis. In this situation, the magnetization in the zero temperature limit becomes constant over a finite range of field, forming a plateau, with a quantized rational spin per site. Through a standard mapping of spins to bosons, a plateau state can be regarded as a "bosonic Mott insulator," and consequently the edges of the plateau can be considered quantum phase transitions, in the category of bosonic Mott transitions. The precise nature of these transitions depends upon the symmetries of the system, and on the way in which the system is tuned off its plateau, allowing for a complex phase diagram and multiple universality classes for transitions to arise surrounding the plateau state. This has been explored extensively in the context of the spatially anisotropic triangular lattice [2, 5, 6] , and applied to understand magnetization plateaus in Cs 2 CuBr 4 , which realizes that system experimentally [7] [8] [9] .
As they typically arise (at least in magnets with weak anisotropy) from quantum fluctuation effects, magnetization plateaus in such systems are usually narrow -as is indeed the case in Cs 2 CuBr 4 . However, one can contemplate situations in which a wide plateau occurs. This happens trivially in some highly anisotropic, i.e. Isinglike, magnets, because the spins behave discretely and so only adjust when a barrier to flipping is overcome. However, in Heisenberg-like magnets, a wide plateau is more interesting. Here we consider one mechanism for this * tparker@physics.ucsb.edu case, based on the proximity to a ferrimagnetic state. In a ferrimagnet, spins spontaneously order at zero field in a collinear fashion with a nonzero net moment but spins oriented both parallel and antiparallel to the polarization axis: thus a ferrimagnet has a uniform magnetization which is less than the maximum saturated ferromagnetic one. Application of an infinitesimal external field fixes the polarization axis, leading to a plateau of magnetization which extends down to zero field.
In this paper, we consider how such a plateau is modified by frustration which removes the zero field ferrimagnetic state but leaves the system nearby in phase space. We build a prototypical model of such a "frustrated ferrimagnet" by starting with a well-studied but very rich one-dimensional model, the frustrated ferromagnetic spin S = 1/2 chain, and coupling this antiferromagnetically to a set of interstitial spins between the chains, which converts the (nearby) ferromagnetism of the chains to (nearby) ferrimagnetism. The result is a rich phase diagram, dependent upon exchange interactions and field, within which we particularly explore the plateau, its stability, and the surrounding quantum phase transitions.
The model we study has the geometry of an anisotropic kagomé lattice, and is inspired by experiments [10] on Cu 3 V 2 O 7 (OH) 2 · 2H 2 O (volborthite), which shows an extremely broad magnetization plateau at 1/3 saturation between applied fields of 28 T to over 120 T [11] . Early density functional calculations [12] suggested that volborthite could be described by the model we study, though a more recent investigation [13] using similar methods obtains a different set of exchange interactions with less symmetry that no longer has a coupled chain structure. We give our own opinion of the relevance of the coupled chain model to volborthite in Sec. IX. Narrower 1/3 magnetization plateaus have also been proposed in isotropic nearest-neighbor kagomé models with Heisenberg [14] [15] [16] and XXZ [17, 18] couplings. In the majority of this paper, we study the model for its own sake, and in particular explore its physics in the semiclassical limit, and how illustrated in Fig. 1 , where S i is a spin-S operator at site i, ij denotes nearest-neighbor sites and ij next- nearest neighbors, and h is an applied field in the zdirection in spin space. In the limit J 2 J 1 , J , the couplings are unfrustrated, and the resulting 1/3 magnetization plateau can be interpreted semiclassically with the chain spins aligned with the field and the interstitial spins aligned against it (with quantum fluctuations from the antiferromagnetic couplings reducing the moments' magnitude from full polarization). This ferrimagnetic state is sometimes called the up-up-down or UUD state [5] .
In the limit J J 1 , J 2 , the chains decouple and the system reduces to the frustrated ferromagnetic S = 1/2 J 1 -J 2 chain, which describes systems such as LiCuVO 4 and has been the subject of much recent study [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . This model has a very complex phase diagram with at least six different ordering behaviors [24, 25] . However, we focus here on the semiclassical description, which we believe is rather accurate when J is not extremely small.
The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II explores the classical T = 0 phase diagram. Sec. III reformulates the problem in terms of canonical bosonic magnons. Sec. IV examines the o(S 0 ) contributions to the magnon self-energies and the resulting shift in the plateau's classical critical fields; we find that the quantum corrections broaden the plateau in both directions. Sec. V considers the effect of magnon interactions. Sec. VI studies the renormalization-group (RG) flow of the couplings in the exotic "chiral liquid" phase mentioned above. Sec. VII examines the microscopic wavefunction in this phase; we find it is characterized by a "spin current" induced by exciton condensation. Sec. VIII compares our results to previously studied models, and Sec. IX to the volborthite experimental data. Sec. X concludes.
II. CLASSICAL T = 0 PHASE DIAGRAM
For a classical Heisenberg magnet whose couplings have the translational symmetry of a Bravais lattice, the Luttinger-Tisza theorem [29, 30] gives that the ground state takes the form of a "cone" state (sometimes called "helical" or "umbrella" state) illustrated in Fig. 2 , in which the spins spatially precess about the applied field with a uniform (commensurate or incommensurate) wave vector k:
where θ is the spin cone's opening angle from the field. The global U (1) rotational symmetry about the applied field shifts the value of δ. 
Projection of classical T = 0 phase diagram onto the h = 0 plane. h l and hu are the plateau's lower and upper critical fields, respectively, and hsat is the saturation field. The lower and upper boundaries of region II are given by J = J1 + 4J2 and J = 2(J1 + 4J2) respectively. The "stabilization curve" boundary between regions III and IV is linear for large J and quadratic near the Lifshitz point (J2 = |J1|/4,
The Luttinger-Tisza theorem can be generalized to certain lattices with multiple spins per primitive unit cell [31, 32] , but our model has three inequivalent spins per primitive unit cell and the theorem does not apply. We therefore make an ansatz generalizing the form (2) so that the cone opening angle θ depends on y, reflecting the fact that the antiferromagnetic J coupling tends to make the cones on the chains and on the interstitial spins open in opposite directions. From this assumption, we can prove that the energy-minimizing spin configurations on each chain must be identical, and the spin configurations on each row of interstiatial spins must also be identical (App. A). Therefore, all the chains have the same opening angle θ c , all the interstitial spins have the same opening angle θ IS , and k points in the x-direction. For a system of N spins, (1) then reduces to
where ∆φ := k x a/2 is the azimuthal angle between two adjacent chain spins. The sign of ∆φ gives the orientation of the cone's precession and spontaneously breaks the chiral symmetry of the Hamiltonian. By extremizing (3) with respect to θ c , θ IS , and ∆φ, we can find the groundstate spin configuration (within our ansatz) for arbitrary Hamiltonian parameters [33] . We are primarily interested in couplings which produce a 1/3 magnetization plateau -i.e. for a finite range h ∈ [h l , h u ], the ground state has all the chain spins aligned with the field (θ c = 0) and all the interstitial spins antialigned (θ IS = π). The energy (3) is always stationary at this point; to find the plateau phase, we must find the Hamiltonian parameters for which (θ c = 0, θ IS = π) is a global minimum [33] . (The plateau is also stable against position-dependent perturbations for these parameters; see Sec. III.)
The results of this stability analysis are illustrated in Fig. 3 . In region I, the plateau appears at infinitesimal field and is stable up to h u = 2SJ . In region II, h l comes "unpinned" and becomes strictly positive, varying continuously with all three couplings. In region III, h u comes unpinned from 2SJ and h sat from 6SJ as well, and both vary continuously with all three couplings. h l and h u meet at the boundary with region IV, which does not support a plateau. We will refer to this boundary between regions III and IV as the "stabilization curve." For J 2 J , the plateau is so slightly frustrated that it appears at infinitesimal field, while for J 2 J , the plateau is so strongly frustrated that it is not stable at any field. All four regions meet at the Lifshitz point J 2 = − 1 4 J 1 , J = 0 -a highly degenerate critical point near which the quantum phase diagram is extremely complex and unusual even along J = 0 [28] . The expressions for the critical fields and phase boundaries are very complicated but can all be found in closed form [33] . For couplings away from the stabilization curve, the off-plateau portions of the magnetization curve are close to (but not exactly) linear, as shown in Fig. 6 ; for couplings at the stabilization curve, the magnetization curve's 1/3 plateau degenerates to a saddle point.
In Fig. 4 , we introduce the applied field on a new axis and show the three-dimensional phase diagram. We see that for any fixed J , the phase diagram has a "lobe" shape and the upper and lower critical fields do not depend on J 2 for small J 2 .
III. SPIN-WAVE FORMULATION
To study quantum corrections to the classical magnetization plateau, we can reformulate (1) in terms of spin-1 bosonic magnons, where the magnon vacuum is the classical UUD state. We define canonical bosonic ladder operators a i , b i , and c i which annihilate magnons on the A, B, and C sublattices respectively of the primitive unit cell i. We use the standard Holstein-Primakoff transformation [34 
c , where n a := a † a and similarly for n b and n c . The a and b magnons have spin S z = −1 and the c magnon has S z = +1. In the semiclassical regime where S is large, we can expand (1) in powers of S:
where N is the number of spins and H (n) denotes the terms in the Hamiltonian with n magnon ladder operators. E 0 = 2(J 1 + J 2 − 2J ) − h/S is the classical energy of the plateau. H (2) gives the free magnon contribution, or equivalently, the energies of the classical perturbations about the plateau. H (4) gives quantum corrections due to magnon interactions.
We assemble the momentum-basis ladder operators (see App. B for Fourier conventions) into a column vector
Then up to an unimportant shift in the zero-point energy,
, where M (k) is a matrix given in (B1) that depends implicitly on the Hamiltonian parameters.
Bogoliubov transformation. To diagonalize M (k), we must find a k-dependent 3 × 3 Bogoliubov transformation T (k) of the eigenstate ladder operatorsΨ(k) =
to be diagonal. The canonical commutation relations can be expressed in terms of a matrix of commutators g αβ :=
. The Bogoliubov transformation must preserve these commutation relations, so we can think of g as a "metric" which T (k) must preserve in the same way that Lorentz transformations preserve the Minkowski metric: (6) or T gT † = g. Thus T (k) must belong to the fundamental representation of U (2, 1).
The spin structure of the eigenstate ladder operators is given by
The Bogoliubov transformation preserves the fact that theã andb magnons carry spin S z = −1 and thec magnon carries spin S z = +1, so the applied field acts as a chemical potential for magnon eigenstates. When the plateau is stable, there is a gap to create a magnon (flip a spin). At applied field h u , the gap to create ac magnon closes,c magnon condensation spontaneously breaks the U (1) symmetry preserving S z tot , and the plateau destabilizes to a magnetization higher than 1 3 m sat . At applied field h l , theã orb magnons condense instead, and the plateau destabilizes to a lower magnetization.
From this perspective, the phase diagram in Fig. 4 can be throught of as describing a bosonic system with three phases: a gapped, fully saturated phase at high field (not shown) and a gapped plateau phase between the critical fields, separated by a gapless superfluidlike phase. The lobe-shaped dependence of the gapped plateau phase on the chemical potential (depicted in the inset to Fig. 4 ) closely resembles the commensuratedensity Mott-insulator phase adjacent to a gapless superfluid phase in a system of repulsively interacting bosons in an ordered potential [19] . In our model, the role of the boson hopping term is played by the J 2 coupling that frustrates the plateau.
To calculate T (k), we use
give the free magnon energies. SoD(k) := gD(k) is also diagonal and has elements { ã (k), b (k), − c (−k)}/S, and (gM )T = TD implies that the columns of T (k) are the eigenvectors of gM (k). The magnons must be gapped for the classical magnetization plateau to be stable, so all three (k)'s must be strictly postive.
Free magnons with k y = 0. For general k, the eigenvalues of gM (k) are very complicated. But by symmetry, the classical instabilities must occur along the k x -axis, where the eigenvalues become much simpler. One of the S z = −1 eigenmodes, which we will choose to correspond toã, is always gapped for any couplings that permit a plateau, so it does not affect the critical fields [33] . In terms of the position-basis ladder operators,
so the gapped mode is simply a single plane wave traveling down the J 1 -J 2 chains. Theb andc operators have energies
where + corresponds tob, − toc, and f 1 (k x ) and f 2 (k x ) are defined in (B3). The classical plateau is only stable if f 1 (k x ) is strictly positive, so the stabilization curve is given by the parameters at which f 1 (k x ) crosses zero. Since both energies must be positive for the plateau to be stable, the critical fields are given by
The resulting critical fields and instability wave vectors k l and k u for the lower and upper critical fields [33] agree exactly with those found via our generalized Luttinger-Tisza ansatz, so the plateau phase shown in Fig. 4 is stable against arbitrary positiondependent perturbations, not just perturbations that respect the ansatz. Bogoliubov transformation for k y = 0. The Bogoliubov transformation along the k x -axis takes a particularly simple form 
(12) Spin waves at the saturation field. We can perform a similar expansion of the Hamiltonian about the fully polarized state. We define Ψ sat (k) := a(k) b(k) c(k) T and find that the quadratic Hamiltonian H
This ferromagnetic case is much more straightforward than the ferrimagnetic case considered above, because the Hamiltonian preserves total magnon number and the Bogoliubov transformation is unitary rather than being an element of U (2, 1).
In the case k y = 0, one magnon mode is given by (9) and again lives only on the J 1 -J 2 chains. The energy bands i (k x , 0) are given in App. B. The Bogoliubov transformation is
IV. MAGNON SELF-ENERGY CORRECTIONS TO PLATEAU CRITICAL FIELDS
So far our analysis has been essentially classical. To incorporate the effects of quantum fluctuations, we must calculate the magnon self-energies ∆ i due to interactions, which will shift the critical fields at which the magnons condense and destabilize the plateau. If S is large, then we can treat the interaction term H (4) in (4) perturbatively and neglect higher interactions. The leading-order contributions in 1/S to the self-energies are simply the expectation values of H (4) (which are o(S 0 )) with respect to the free-magnon eigenstates. To find the corrections to the critical fields, we only need the shifts in the ground-state energies, so we only consider the free magnonsb(k l ) andc(k u ) at their noninteracting groundstate momenta (the shifts in k l and k u themselves are second-order effects that we neglect).
One way to evaluate these expectation values is the technique known as Oguchi's corrections [35] : we first Fourier transform H (4) , then perform the Bogoliubov transformation on all the ladder operators (yielding 3420 different quartic interaction terms!), and finally normal-order H (4) after the Bogoliubov transformation. The normal-ordered H (4) has zero expectation value with respect to any one-particle state, but the normalordering process will result in an o(S 0 ) quadratic Hamiltonian which can be expressed in the form ∆H
plus an unimportant zero-pointenergy shift. The diagonal elements of the matrix M (k) give the leading-order self-energies. (See App. C for details of the calculation; expressions for the magnon selfenergies are given in (C1).) The leading-order quantum corrections to the plateau critical fields are given by ∆h l = −∆ b (k l ) and ∆h u = ∆ c (k u ).
The relative corrections S ∆h c /h c to the classical critical fields are plotted in Fig. 5 . We see that quantum fluctuations broaden the plateau at both the low and high fields. This result accords with the general tendency of quantum fluctuations to favor collinear states via orderby-disorder effects [36] . The perturbative expansion in 1/S is valid if |∆h c | h c , or equivalently if the plotted quantity S|∆h c |/h c S. Fig. 6 shows a representative classical magnetization curve and the quantum corrections' broadening of the plateau. ) upper critical field. The divergence of ∆h l /h l at J = 2(J1 + 4J2) at the left-hand side of (a) reflects that the magnons' self-energy goes to zero more slowly than their noninteracting energy. Both critical fields also diverge at the stabilization curve because the magnons begin strongly interacting and the single-magnon picture breaks down (discussed in Sec. V).
For J ≥ 2(J 1 + 4J 2 ), both h l and ∆h l are zero. This result is nonperturbative, because at h = 0 the plateau spontaneously breaks the Hamiltonian's SU (2) spin symmetry, so Goldstone's theorem prevents the magnon interactions from opening a gap. As J → 2(J 1 +4J 2 ) − , the classical lower critical field vanishes quadratically [33] , but the leading-order quantum corrections only vanish linearly, so their ratio diverges as 1/(2(J 1 + 4J 2 ) − J ) and the magnons begin interacting strongly, so our perturbative treatment breaks down. For J 2 |J 1 |, the relative correction S∆h l /h l is fairly flat at about −0.73 in between the stabilization curve and 2(J 1 + 4J 2 ). The divergence at the stabilization curve is discussed below.
The quantum corrections to the upper critical field h u are much more stable. For J ≥ J 1 + 4J 2 , the relative correction S∆h u /h u is approximately 0.289. The correction increases with both J 2 and J , but the dependence is very weak (for example, at J = 12|J 1 |, the relative corrections only increases from 0.269 at J 2 = 0 to 0.306 at J 2 = 2|J 1 |). For J < J 1 + 4J 2 the corrections depend more strongly on J 2 and J , but remain fairly small away from the stabilization curve.
The self-energies of both theb andc magnons diverge to +∞ at the stabilization curve, because both parameters ξ(k l ) and ξ(k u ) diverge to −∞. From (11) , this means that the Bogoliubov coherence factors for the condensed magnons diverge (as (J − J c ) −1/4 ) while those for the gapped magnon do not [33] . As we discuss in Section V, this divergence occurs because the magnon interactions become superrenormalizable near the stabilization curve.
V. MAGNON INTERACTIONS
Away from the stabilization curve. Strongly gapped modes do not contribute to magnon condensation for weak interactions, so near the critical fields we need only consider interactions between near-gapless modes. Away from the stabilization curve, only one species of magnon condenses:b at the lower andc at the upper critical field. The condensed magnons have momentum (±k c , 0) (where k c ≥ 0 solves (B4)) and can be considered "right movers" and "left movers." We consider "parallel" interactions between either two right movers or two left movers, and "antiparallel" (center-of-mass) interactions between a right mover and a left mover.
At the lower critical field, we consider the quartic interaction terms containingb
, where the ±'s are independent except for overall momentum conservation. We calculate interaction energies between magnon pairs by taking the expectation values of these terms with respect to two-magnon states in which the magnons have momenta ±k l . For J > 2(J 1 + 4J 2 ), where k l = 0, Goldstone's theorem prevents theb magnons from interacting. As we lower J below 2(J 1 + 4J 2 ), theb magnons begin repelling increasingly strongly until the interaction energy diverges to +∞ at the stabilization curve [33] .
At the upper critical field, we consider the quartic interaction terms containing
, where k u = 0, thec magnons repel with energy 4J . As we lower J below J 1 + 4J 2 , thec magnons' repulsion initially continues decreasing but then increases strongly and again diverges to +∞ at the stabilization curve [33] .
Therefore, away from the stabilization curve, the magnons do not form bound states (to this order in perturbation theory); single magnons condense as usual and the spins order perpendicular to the applied field.
Near the stabilization curve. Magnon interactions are much more complicated to treat near the stabilization curve, because both theb and thec magnons are neargapless so we must consider interactions between them. But the species carry opposite spin S z = ±1, so the U (1) spin symmetry ensures that these interactions preserve Nb − Nc and total magnon number is not conserved. Moreover, the Bogoliubov transformation breaks down as the coherence factors diverge. This is because at the stabilization curve, the classical energy bands form tilted cones rather than parabolas at the critical momenta (±k c , 0), with the b (k) (i.e. S z = −1) cones tilting away from k = 0 and the c (k) (i.e. S z = +1) cones tilting toward k = 0. (k c = 2∆φ 0 /a > 0, where ∆φ 0 is given by (A9).)
Instead, we return to the original sublattice magnons and coarse-grain them into a continuum coherent-state path integral using the precedure summarized in Table I . In step 1 we transform the quadratic Hamiltonian to
, where the real symmetric matrixM (k) is defined in (D1). We found in Sec. III that the modeã given by (9) is gapped for k y = 0, so we project it out in step 2 and keep the low-energy degrees of freedom
with the effective Hamiltonian
where the matrix A(k) is given in (D3) for k y = 0. If we restrict the "metric" g to the 2 × 2 matrix diag(1, −1), then the non-Hermitian matrix gA(k x ) becomes defective at (±k c , 0) on the stabilization curve, which is why the Bogoliubov transformation breaks down.
In step 3 we coarse-grain and add imaginary time derivative terms dτ d 
, and drop terms involvingã(k).
3. Normal-order the Ω(k) operators defined in (15) and coarse-grain them to continuum operators.
, where U is given by (19).
5. Expand Φ(k, τ ) about the critical momenta (±kc, 0).
6. Remove terms involving the gapped ηα modes.
At the critical momenta,
and in step 4 we diagonalize it via the unitary transformation
We find that one eigenmode φ(k, τ ) becomes gapless at the critical momenta, while the other eigenmode η(k, τ ) has a strictly positive gap S∆ η = 2(4SJ − h c ) [33] . In step 5 we expand A(k) to second order and
where we have dropped kinetic terms for η because it is gapped. The constants κ x , κ y , and λ are calculated in App. V. Integrating out the gapped modes η α in step 6 gives
The λk x ∂ τ term (which arises because the cones in the classical energy bands are tilted) is small, because λ 1 and it is a factor of S smaller than the k 2 terms. Moreover, as we demonstrate below, the region of interest does not flow to a fixed point under the renormalization group, so this term probably does not qualitatively affect the physics, and we neglect it. The rescaling in step 7 finally gives
(
Quartic interactions near the stabilization curve. Applying the same procedure to the quartic terms H (4) gives the complete action
where the parallel and antiparallel coupling constants V p and V a are defined in (D14) (the reason for their nonstandard normalization will become clear in Sec. VI). Both couplings are very close to proportional to J ; the ratio V a /V p begins at 5.32 at the Lifshitz point and increases with J , quickly saturating to 6.85. The linearly dispersing c magnons with spin +1 and b magnons with spin −1 can be considered analogous to particles and holes in a fermionic system with two Dirac cones, with the field h c corresponding to a chemical potential tuned to half-filling, making both the emergent Lorentz invariance and the conservation of "charge" N b − N c very natural. The emergence of Lorentz invariance near the stabilization curve also explains the divergence of the Bogoliubov transformation and magnon self-energies calculated in Section IV: we were treating the magnon interactions perturbatively, but relativistic scalar ϕ 4 couplings have positive mass dimension in d = 3 spacetime dimensions, so we expect weak bare interactions to be relevant under the renormalization group and flow to strong coupling at low energy, causing our perturbative treatment to break down.
Mean-field analysis of action. Action (23) clearly has two independent global U (1) symmetries ϕ α → e iθα ϕ α , two Z 2 symmetries ϕ α ↔ ϕ † α , and a third "chiral" Z 2 symmetry ϕ R ↔ ϕ L . If we add a small mass term r ϕ † R ϕ R + ϕ † L ϕ L and make a Landau-Ginzburg meanfield ansatz ϕ α = √ ρ α e iθα , the mean-field energy density becomes
(24) If V a > V p (which is true along the entire stabilization curve), then as we tune r negative, the mean-field energy is minimized when one of the fields (we will assume ϕ R ) acquires an expectation value with ρ R = 3|r|/V p and the other does not [37] . Therefore the chiral Z 2 and only one of the two Z 2 × U (1) symmetries are broken.
The procedure in Table I coarse-grains the microscopic spin operator S + r to
where A = a ∆ η ρ R /2 on the chains and A = −a ∆ η ρ R on the interstitial spins [33] . This state corresponds to the semiclassical cone state illustrated in Fig. 2 . The coarse-grained spin Hamiltonian has two (locally) U (1) symmetries -translational invariance and spin rotation about the applied field -which are broken individually, but there is a combined U (1) symmetry consisting of translation by an arbitrary ∆x and spin-space rotation by k c ∆x, corresponding to the action's symmetry ϕ L → ϕ L e iθ L , which remains unbroken. Interactions at the saturation field. At the saturation field, the condensedc magnons always repel, so there is no pair condensation and magnon interactions do not change the classical saturation field at this order (App. C). Theã magnon, which lives only on the chains, is always gapped at the classical saturation field for J > 0, but the gap vanishes as J → 0 and the chains decouple (and theã andc magnons become equivalent). Moreover, these magnons attract at most momenta, suggesting that for small J and S, the leading instability at the saturation field may be a spin nematic phase with condensed bound pairs ofã magnons. (This is known to be the case for J = 0 and S = 1/2.)
VI. RG ANALYSIS OF ACTION NEAR STABILIZATION CURVE
It will be convenient to rewrite (23) in terms of its real components ϕ α := (ϕ α,1 , ϕ α,2 ):
whose symmetry group is now thought of as O(2)×O(2)× Z 2 . Refs. 38-40 studied the RG flow of this action and found three fixed points. The first is the Gaussian fixed point V p = V a = 0, which is unstable. The second, "decoupled fixed point" has V a = 0, V p = 0 and corresponds to a tetracritical intersection of two O(2) critical lines. This fixed point can be shown nonperturbatively to be stable. At the third fixed point, V p = V a = 0 and the symmetry group is enlarged to O(4), because the action becomes invariant under any transformation that preserves the norm of
This fixed point has been shown to be unstable in d = 3 by a five-loop -expansion [39] and by a six-loop fixeddimension perturbative expansion [40] . (In the meanfield analysis of Sec. V, this fixed point separated the phases in which the chiral Z 2 symmetry was broken and unbroken.) The bare couplings of our model lie on the V a > V p side of the O(4) fixed point, so we expect V a to flow to stronger coupling than V p . To our knowledge, the nature of the phase transition outside of the decoupled fixed point's basin of attraction has not been studied in detail. Chiral liquid phase near stabilization curve. We now argue that near the stabilization curve, quantum fluctuations that are not captured by mean-field theory create a strongly fluctuating, short-range-entangled "chiral liquid" phase with no classical analogue in between the magnetization plateau and the semiclassical cone state, in which the chiral Z 2 symmetry is broken but the U (1) symmetries of translation and spin rotation both remain unbroken. As in our mean-field analysis, we rewrite (26) by separating out the O(4) symmetric terms:
where the O(4)-symmetry-breaking order parameter
We then introduce an auxiliary Hubbard-Statonovich real scalar field χ that couples to the chiral order parameter:
where the dimensionful coupling constant g fixes the normalization of the χ field. Separating out the free ac-
Va−Vp χ 2 and integrating over the ϕ α fields gives
where 
(31) Away from the critical point r = 0, the correlation function takes the "Ornstein-Zernike" form [41, 42] 
where the order parameter O has correlation length ξ and scaling dimension ∆, C is a nonuniversal dimensionful constant, and f is a universal dimensionless function. The Gaussian theory has scaling dimension 1, but near the O(4) point the interactions renormalize the scaling dimension to ∆ = 1.19 [33] . Fourier transforming χ(x) and rescaling to y := x/ξ, ∆S = (33)
f (|y|) decays exponentially at large y, so the Fourier transform is analytic in a neighborhood of k = 0 and we can Taylor expand it. We find that setting g 2 = ξ 2∆−5 /(bC) (where the universal constant b is defined in (E4)) normalizes χ appropriately and gives
so the coupling to O makes the χ field dynamical and also renormalizes its mass downward. The complete action in (29) becomes
(35) If the O(4)-symmetric interaction renormalized ∆ to a value higher than 3/2, then χ s renormalized mass would remain positive as ϕ α 's mass r → 0 and ξ diverged, and χ would not acquire an expectation value anywhere inside the classical plateau. But ∆ = 1.19 < 3/2, so chiral symmetry is broken slightly inside the plateau, at the couplings at which ϕ α 's mass remains positive but becomes small enough that [43, 44] that for bare couplings that lie outside the decoupled fixed point's RG basin of attraction, phase transitions (in our case, between the plateau and the chiral liquid phase) are probably firstorder, although the authors do not perform a calculation. We present a calculation for our model that strengthens their conclusion, although we make one uncontrolled approximation. We determine the order of the transition by calculating the sign of the χ 4 coupling. The O(4)-symmetric ϕ 4 interaction makes this quite difficult, so we will neglect it and only consider the cubic interaction gχO.
In this approximation, (30) becomes e
The UUD state breaks no symmetries, the gapped chiral liquid (CL) phase only breaks chiral symmetry, and the gapless cone state breaks both chiral and a U (1) symmetry combining translation and spin rotation. The thick solid lines and dashed lines represent first-and second-order transitions respectively. We did not investigate the nature of the transition between the chiral liquid and cone phases represented by the red line. In a 3D phase diagram like that of Fig. 4 that includes the applied field, the chiral liquid phase would appear as a thin tube around the stabilization curve where the two sheets meet.
Defining P := −∂ 2 + r, K(x) := 2gχ(x) and integrating over ϕ α gives [33]
In the momentum basis, P −1 → 1/(k 2 + r) is just the usual free Green's function for ϕ α , but in general K is not translationally invariant so P −1 and K do not commute, making the action difficult to work with. But we only need the potential energy function U (χ), so we can take χ to be constant, and the action S[χ(x)] simplifies to S(χ) = V U (χ) (where V is the volume of spacetime), and [33]
The n = 2 term −g 4 /(16π r 5/2 ) χ 4 is negative, suggesting that the transition to the chiral liquid phase is first-order.
Of course, incorporating the O(4)-symmetric ϕ 4 interaction may well change the sign of the χ 4 coupling. The interaction changes the universality class at χ = 0, so its effect may well be important but is hard to evaluate perturbatively. For example, (39) seems to indicate that all the derivatives of U (χ) at χ = 0 are negative, suggesting that U (χ) has no stable stationary points. However, the large χ regime is presumably stabilized by the ϕ 4 term and is anyway outside the regime of the perturbative expansion. Beyond perturbation theory, we can say based on the usual grounds of universality that, if the transition from the UUD state to the chiral one becomes continuous, the critical behavior should be in the Ising universality class. This is an entirely consistent, if not perturbatively accessible, possibility.
VII. CHIRAL LIQUID PHASE
In this section we discuss the physical properties and symmetry of the chiral liquid state. First, we make a simple observation. Because it corresponds to a neutral condensate with net S z = 0, the chiral liquid does not break the U (1) spin rotation symmetry. Consequently, the magnetization remains quantized and equal to the value of 1/3 of saturation: the chiral liquid phase is part of the plateau.
Now we explore the chiral order parameter in physical terms. The microscopic order parameter for the chiralliquid phase must respect the U (1) spin and translational symmetries, but violates the Hamiltonian's chiral (i.e. inversion) symmetry. A natural candidate is the component
The spin current can be interpreted semiclassically as describing the precession of each spin due to the effective field from the other spin [45] . The usual physical origin of spin current is a Dzyaloshinskii-
where the Dzyaloshinskii vector D ij is induced by spin-orbit coupling [46, 47] .
We see from (28) that a saddle-point expansion of χ about its nonzero expectation value gives that χ(x) = (V a −V p )/(4!g) O(x) , so we need to coarse-grain J z (∆r) in terms of O(x). (O is quadratic in magnon operators, but we cannot perform a mean-field decomposition like a † a ∼ a † a as in Sec. V, because the unbroken U (1) spin symmety prevents single-magnon condensation.) The unbroken translational symmetry requires that J z rr only depend on r − r := ∆r = (∆x, ∆y). The procedure in Table I gives [33]
where J 0 := 6S 2 a 2 g∆ η /(V a − V p ) and s, s represent sublattice indices. c ss = 1 for s, s ∈ {A, B}, c CC = 2, and c sC = − √ 2 for s ∈ {A, B}. This expression holds over distances ∆r much shorter than the connected correlation length for χ.
The spin currents are illustrated in Fig. 8 . The spin current on the chains and the spin current between the chains flow in opposite directions, and the triangles have a net circulation but the hexagons do not. The magnetization from the applied field results in a nonzero scalar chirality on the triangles. If we define the scalar chirality to be S A · (S B × S C ) on every triangle (the convention used in Ref. 6 ), then it is uniform across all triangles in the ground state, and the order-parameter field χ(x) is proportional to the coarse-grained scalar chirality. If we instead define the scalar chirality to be S A · (S B × S C ) on the upward-pointing triangles and −S A · (S B × S C ) on the downward-pointing triangles (the convention used in Ref. 18) , then the scalar chirality has one sign on the upward-pointing triangles and the opposite sign on the downward-pointing ones, and the order parameter χ(x) is proportional to the coarse-grained staggered scalar chirality.
We argued above that the symmetries of the chiral liquid phase alone require a rather exotic composite "bondnematic" order parameter, because the unbroken U (1) spin symmetry prevents single-spin ordering, and the unbroken translational symmetry prevents any kind of valence-bond crystal or spin-density-wave ordering. As in the case of the frustrated J 1 -J 2 ferromagnetic chain, we can interpret this ordering in terms of pairs of weakly attracting magnons. If we start with the applied field inside the plateau, magnons are completely gapped. As we increase J 2 , the attractive interaction increases until it becomes large enough to close the gap to twomagnon condensation in the chiral liquid phase, while single magnons remained gapped. As we increase J 2 still further, the single-magnon gap closes as well and the pair condensation is preempted by ordinary superfluid condensation. But unlike in the case of J 1 -J 2 chain magnon pair-condensation, which breaks the U (1) spin symmetry down to Z 2 with a order parameter of the form S This pair condensation is somewhat reminiscent of Cooper pairing in BCS superconductivity, but with an important difference. The microscopic degrees of freedom in a superconductor are fermionic, so Cooper-paired electrons must either be in a spin singlet with a spatially even order parameter (as in s-wave pairing) or in a spin triplet with spatially odd order parameter (as in p-wave pairing). But magnons are bosonic, and in our case the bound pairs' spin and orbital degrees of freedom are both odd, resulting in an overall symmetric wavefunction.
We can gain some intuition relating the chiral liquid state to the semiclassical cone state by considering the eigenstate with J z ij = +S schematically illustrated in Fig. 9 . A single spin-current bond can be thought of as a uniform superposition of each pair of consecutive spins in a classical spiral state: the chirality of the rotation is preserved but the dipole moment of each spin averages to zero. (This is analagous to a time-averaged, circularly polarized classical electromagnetic wave, whose electric and magnetic fields average to zero while their cross product does not.) As we tune J 2 from the cone into the chiral liquid phase, the system loses its translational order but preserves its "memory" of the sense in which the cone was rotating. (However, an actual superposition of all possible translations of a classical cone state is an unstable cat state.)
Experimental signatures of spin-current order. The signatures are largely similar to those predicted for the chiral spin current state in Ref. 6 . The spin current J is even under time reversal and odd under parity inversion, just like electric polarization, so it is natural for them to couple linearly. This results in a magnetoelectric effect in which the spin-wave dispersions depend linearly on an applied electric field. The applied magnetic field at a bond e ij connecting sites i and j also induces a local electric polarization P ij J ij × e ij [45, 48, 49] . In the triangular-lattice case this electric polarization averages to zero over a magnetic unit cell, but in our case there is a net spin current along the x-axis, so the applied field induces an average electric polarizationP h ×x. Also, if we allow a small intersite hopping amplitude t, then the local electric polarizations induce charge current circulation in opposite directions about the upward-and downward-pointing triangles. This in turn induces weak staggered magnetic dipole moments at the centers of the triangles, which could be measured by neutron scatter-ing, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), or muon spectroscopy [50] . The combination of strong applied fields, DM couplings, and geometric frustration may also lead to a magnon anomalous thermal Hall effect, like the one recently measured in the pyrochlore magnet Lu 2 V 2 O 7 [51] .
VIII. COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS
A similar analysis has been performed on a model of an anisotropic nearest-neighbor antiferromagnet on a triangular lattice [5, 6] ; our results have some similarities but important differences. The triangular model has a 1/3-magnetization UUD state analagous to our kagomé plateau, which is frustrated by the anisoptropy instead of our J 2 coupling. Both models have a lobe-shaped plateau phase adjacent to semiclassical noncoplanar chiral states. At both models' "stabilization curves" (a single point in the triangular model) where the S z = +1 and S z = −1 magnons simultaneously condense, the coherence factors diverge and magnon pair-condensation preempts singlemagnon condensation, resulting in a chiral spin-current phase (compare our But unlike our model, the triangular model's plateau is classically unstable and requires quantum fluctuations for stability, and it spontaneously breaks translational symmetry by singling out one sublattice to align against the field. The triangular model's classical ground state is nonchiral for all couplings, so the classical magnon instability occurs at k c = 0, giving a small parameter about which to expand and allowing a more controlled analytic treatment than is possible for our model. Also, the triangular chiral-liquid phase has equal spin current on every bond and thus no net spin current, unlike our model.
Another study considered a system equivalent to S = 1/2 spins on a kagomé lattice coupled by spatially isotropic antiferromagnetic first-, second-, and thirdnearest-neighbor XXZ couplings at one-third of the saturation magnetization [18] . The authors found a bosonic fractional quantum Hall phase with semionic excitations, whose ground states are two sets of ν = 1/2 Laughlin states related by time-reversal symmetry. The system spontaneously breaks the time-reversal symmetry while the twofold topological degeneracy remains robust. The time-reversal-symmetry breaking is extremely analagous to our system's chiral symmetry breaking, and the order parameter is again given by a circulating spin current J z . However, in the XXZ system, there is no net spin current, and the current circulates in the same direction around the upward-and downward-pointing triangles, so there is a current flow around the hexagons (compare our Fig. 8 to Fig. 3 
IX. COMPARISON WITH VOLBORTHITE EXPERIMENTAL DATA
Here we consider on purely phenomenological grounds whether the model studied here may be relevant for volborthite. On first sight, the presence of a broad plateau is encouraging. Let us look at this more quantitatively. Experiments indicate that the lower and upper critical fields of the magnetization plateau for volborthite are 28 T and at least 120 T [10, 11] , so h l /h u ≤ 0.233. We show in (A6) that on the boundary between regions II and III, h l /h u < (5 − √ 17)/4 = 0.219 only barely satisfies this constraint, so almost all of region III is experimentally excluded. The classically non-excluded region is shown in Fig. 10 . If the plateau could be shown to extend to 128 T, then region III would be entirely excluded, and the model predicts that (up to quantum corrections) h u = 2SJ and h sat = 6SJ , so a measurement of the upper critical field would allow a direct prediction of J and h sat . Unfortunately, the saturation field is far out of reach of currently achievable non-destructive measurements.
The result that quantum corrections broaden the plateau helps to reconcile two conflicting arguments for the relative importance of the J coupling: the qualitative agreement between experiment and the quantum phase diagram of the decoupled S = 1/2 J 1 -J 2 chains [10] suggests that the J coupling may not dominate the physics, but the classical analysis illustrated in Fig. 10 suggests that the small value of h l /h u requires a J coupling significantly larger than J 1 and J 2 . But the quantum fluctuations' broadening of the plateau increases the range of the phase diagram with a small ratio h l /h u , and therefore decreases the minimum J required to produce it. So the actual value of J in volborthite may well be lower than the range indicated in Fig. 10 by the classical analysis. For example, the classical analysis indicates that h u = 2SJ > 120 T and so J is stronger than the Curie-Weiss temperature of -115 K [10] . But the leading-ordering quantum fluctuations raise the upper critical field by about 60% in this region, so a J of only 75 T (well below the Curie-Weiss temperature) may be enough to stabilize such a broad plateau (of course, the specific numerical values should not be taken too seriously).
From the above discussion we see that the plateau width and location could be reconciled within the frustrated chain model. However, there is more difficulty in understanding the physics below the plateau. For much of this field range, NMR experiments find an incommensurate but collinear spin-density-wave-like state [10] . This is quite far from the semiclassical result, for which the region below the plateau is umbrella-like. A further difficulty is the narrow regime just below but in the vicinity of the plateau onset, where some anomalies in the magnetization curve suggest either a narrow range of intermediate phase or possibly a two-phase coexistence regime associated with a first order transition (though Ref. 10 argues against the latter). We considered a possible magnon-pairing instability to a U (1)-symmetry-breaking nematic state, but found that this was not present in the frustrated chain model in the relevant regime within the spin wave approach. Furthermore, the calculations in Sec. V indicate a continuous second order transition at the plateau edge.
These considerations cast doubt on the validity of the frustrated ferrimagnetic chain model to volborthite. Two possible reconciliations are: (1) effects beyond the semiclassical approximation reconcile the model with volborthite for S = 1/2, or (2) another model is required. Regarding possibility (1), the isolated frustrated ferromagnetic chain (J = 0) is known to show strong quantum effects well beyond the semiclassical description [52, 53] . It is not impossible that these occur here as well, although the breadth of the plateau seems to require rather large J , which presumably suppresses some of these effects. In support of possibility (2), more recent density functional calculations indicate a more complex spin Hamiltonian in which an appropriate picture is in terms of spin trimers [13] . That model also features a plateau, but the low field properties might be in closer accord with experiment. In particular, a U (1)-symmetry-breaking spin nematic state was argued to exist below the plateau, possibly describing the aforementioned anomalies there. We tend to favor the simpler explanation that the spin trimer picture is closer to correct.
X. CONCLUSION
We have found that the classical Hamiltonian (1) has a broad 1/3 magnetization plateau for sufficiently large J , surrounded at higher and lower fields by a precessing cone state. We calculated the quantum corrections to the plateau's lower and upper critical fields from the magnon self-energies and found a broadening of the plateau in both directions (to leading order in 1/S). The shifts in the lower and upper critical fields relative to their classical values are about −0.73/S and +0.29/S, respectively. We found that magnons typically repel near the plateau critical fields; however, near the critical value of J at which the classical plateau stabilizes, magnons with opposite spin and momentum attract, and bound-pair condensation preempts single-magnon condensation. This condensation results in an exotic "spin-current" state that preserves both translational and U (1) spin symmetry, but spontaneously breaks chiral symmetry. We showed how to derive this state naturally via a relativistic scalar field theory with an O(4) field, and a consequent composite scalar Ising order parameter.
Our variational ansatz for the classical ground state of (1) is given by a generalization of (2) whereby the cone opening angle θ depends on y. To see why θ c must be the same across all chain spins and θ IS the same across all interstitial spins, first assume that we know an entire ground-state spin configuration. Scale y so that the chains lie at integer and the interstitial spins at halfinteger y, and denote the opening angle of the chain at y = 0 by θ(0). Now consider the problem of minimizing the Hamiltonian subject to the constraint that the opening angle at y = 0 is θ(0). This constraint is clearly trivial because it is satisfied by construction, but this formulation of the problem makes it clear by symmetry that θ and so on, showing that θ(y) must be even in y. But the same reasoning applies if we choose to start at any other chain or row of interstitial spins, so θ(y) must be symmetric about every integer or half-integer y. This implies that θ(n) ≡ θ c and θ(n + 1 2 ) ≡ θ IS for all integer n. We checked numerically that in the region of phase space where the plateau is a local energy minimum of (3), it is also a global minimum. By extremizing (3) with respect to θ c , θ IS , and ∆φ, we can get a trigonometric equation in terms of ∆φ alone, although the analytic expression expression for the root ∆φ 0 is extremely complicated. Off the magnetization plateau, the ground-state cone opening angles are then given by
The magnetization curve is given by
We found no evidence of any first-order metamagnetic transitions other than the ferrimagnetic ordering at h = 0 in region I of Fig. 3 . In regions II and III, the lower critical field h l is given by the lowest root of the cubic polynomial
In region III, the value of the upper critical field h u is given by the middle root of the same polynomial. In regions III and IV, the saturation field h sat is given by the highest root of
This value depends very weakly on J 1 and J 2 , and so the saturation field is only slightly greater than 6SJ unless
At the boundary J = J 1 + 4J 2 between regions II and III, the lower critical field assumes the simple expression
and h u = 2SJ , so
The stabilization curve is given by the second-highest root of the quartic polynomial
It approaches J = 0.883J 1 + 2.74J 2 for large J and J = (
2 for small J . Along this curve, the critical field at which the plateau vanishes is
(A8) and the cone-state instability precesses with
The wave number ∆φ 0 begins at 0 at the Lifshitz point and increases monotonically, saturating to ∆φ = 0.989 rad/site at large J 2 and J .
Appendix B: Spin-wave formulation
We first rescale the y-coordinate to restore isotropy, so that the Fourier coordinate k y is slightly rescaled relative to the physical crystal momentum and the Brillouin zone becomes isotropic. We then set a = 1 as defined in Fig. 1 . The primitive unit cells of the kagomé lattice form an underlying triangular lattice; we choose the primitive direct lattice vectors e 1 = (1, √ 3)/2 and e 2 = (1, − √ 3)/2 and define e x := e 1 + e 2 . The reciprocal lattice vectors E 1 = 2π(1, 1/ √ 3) and E 2 = 2π(1, −1/ √ 3) satisfy e i · E j = 2πδ ij . We define the components The matrix M (k) specifying H (2) is given by
The free-magnon energies are given by the eigenvalues of SgM (k), but with the lowest eigenvalue negated. Therefore, in order for the plateau to be stable, two eigenvalues of gM (k) must be strictly positive and one must be strictly negative. To be compatible with the normalization constraint T gT † = g, we must order the columns of T (k) such that the eigenvector with the negative-definite eigenvalue goes into the rightmost column, then scale the eigenvectors appropriately. Along the k x -axis, the highest energy band is given by
which is strictly positive for all couplings that can support a classical plateau. The lower two energy bands are given by (10) with
The magnons condense at momentum k = 0 for sufficiently large J , or else at a root of
A generic U (2, 1) matrix takes the form (supressing an overall phase freedom for each column)
iδ1 sin θ cosh ξ 1 e iδ1 cos θ cosh ξ 1 cosh ξ 2 + e iδ3 sinh ξ 1 sinh ξ 2 e iδ1 e iδ3 sinh ξ 1 cosh ξ 2 + cos θ cosh ξ 1 sinh ξ 2 −e iδ2 sin θ sinh ξ 1 e iδ2 cos θ sinh ξ 1 cosh ξ 2 + e iδ3 cosh ξ 1 sinh ξ 2 e iδ2 e iδ3 cosh ξ 1 cosh ξ 2 + cos θ sinh ξ 1 sinh ξ 2   .
(B5) For the Bogoliubov transformations T (k) for this system, δ 3 = 0 or π. For k y = 0, (9) gives that ξ 1 = 0, θ = π/4, and δ 1 = k x /2. Since ξ 1 = 0 we can without loss of generality set δ 3 = 0, and diagonalizing gM (k) gives δ 2 = k x /4 and equations (11) and (12) . (12) 
At full saturation, the matrix M sat is given by (B1) with all the J in the main diagonal and the h/S in the (3, 3) element negated. The energy band ã,sat (k x , 0) = a (k x , 0) − 4SJ where ã is given in (B2); theã magnons for the fully polarized state and for the plateau state correspond to identical states on the chains, with only the interstitial spins flipped. The other two bands are b /c (k x , 0) = S ± f 1,sat (k x ) − f 2,sat (k x ) + h with f 2,sat (k x ) = f 2 (k x ) + 2J and
The saturation field is given by the value of h at which the lowest of these three bands touches zero; we can show that this is always the c band. For J ≥ J 1 + 4J 2 , c (k x , 0) is minimized at k sat = 0 and h sat = 6SJ , and for J < J 1 + 4J 2 it is minimized at a root of 
constraint, reducing the number of independent momenta to two: the usual crystal momentum k corresponding to lattice translational invariance, whose value is fixed to the momentum of the free-magnon instability at the critical field, and a dummy momentum k which is summed over. Thus the matrix elements of ∆M (k) will be given by very complicated Fourier transforms of the matrix elements of the Bogoliubov transformation T (k). k is summed over the entire 2D Brillouin zone, not just the k x -axis, so we cannot use (11) For large J , the leading plateau instabilities occur at k = 0 and the critical fields take on very simple forms: for J ≥ 2(J 1 + 4J 2 ), h l ≡ 0 and for J ≥ J 1 + 4J 2 , h u = 2SJ . In these regions the quantum corrections become particularly simple, because the Bogoliubov transformation becomes independent of the Hamiltonian parameters. ξ(k = 0) = − arccoth( √ 2) ≈ −0.881 and
∆ b (0) vanishes identically, so for J ≥ 2(J 1 + 4J 2 ), the o(S 0 ) quantum corrections do not shift the lower critical field -this is an exact result that holds to all orders, as 
where T is shorthand for T (k ). This expression has a weak implicit dependence on J 1 and J 2 through T (k ), but it depends much more strongly on J .
To find the behavior of h l as J → 2(J 1 + 4J 2 ) − , we where B Table I gives (40) if we factor in the physical displacement of the sublattices.
